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TECHNICAL REVIEW REPORT
OCTOBER 2015
This report presents the findings of a technical review of the Village of Oak Park Zoning Ordinance performed
by Camiros. The purpose of this review is three-fold. First, the review provides a more in-depth understanding of
the Village’s current regulations as we move toward the ordinance update. Second, it allows for the identification
of additional issues not identified during meetings and interviews with Village staff and key persons. Third, it
introduces concepts and regulatory approaches that set direction for substantive revisions to be included in the
new Zoning Ordinance.
Good zoning regulations combine rational substantive controls with fair procedures, which, when reasonably
applied, assure a pattern of development and redevelopment that protects the status quo where warranted and
facilitates change where desired. The regulations must be well organized, easy to use, written in plain English
rather than legalese, and have standards and procedures that regulate clearly and effectively. It must allow for
predictable results and the fulfillment of Village objectives.
This report is organized in two parts:
I.

Technical Review and Key Recommendations

II. Outline of Regulatory Structure
Findings related to each are described in the remainder of this report.
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I. TECHNICAL REVIEW AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
This section of the report focuses on regulatory issues and potential revisions identified during the technical
review. This section is not intended to discuss every needed change, as some will be minor changes that “clean
up” the ordinances and create user-friendly documents, while others are more detailed revisions that will be
worked out during the drafting process. This report highlights key issues and revisions that are substantive
changes to current regulations, and offers conceptual approaches to resolving specific issues. Provisions will
continue to evolve as each ordinance iteration is drafted.

ORGANIZATION
The ordinance should follow a logical system of compartmentalization.
The Ordinance should follow a consistent, structured pattern from beginning to end. A key way to improve the
organizational structure of the Zoning Ordinance and, in turn, its ease of use, would be to employ a system
of compartmentalization. This is a technique where items of information are grouped together by regulatory
category and purpose.
Compartmentalization substantially reduces, if not eliminates, the need for a general development standards
section (Article 6) as the regulations within that section are grouped with similar regulations in their respective
sections. Dimensional standards should be located within district regulations. A use section would contain the
use matrix, use definitions, and standards for principal and temporary uses. The landscape section would contain
all landscape requirements.
The following is proposed for the Zoning Ordinance structure:
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìėĺĺ

Title, Purpose & Intent

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺíė

General Definitions & Measurement Methodologies

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺîė

Zoning Districts

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺïėĺĺ Residential Districts
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺðė

Commercial Districts

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺñė

Special Purpose Districts

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺòė

Uses

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺóė

Site Development Standards

Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺôėĺĺ Off-Street Parking and Loading
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìëėĺĺ Landscape
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺììėĺĺ Planned Development
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìíė Ordinance Administrators
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìîė Application Procedures
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìïė Zoning Approvals
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìðė Nonconformities
Ėĺ ¼Æ|£ĺìñėĺĺ Enforcement

The content of each section is described in more detail in Part II of this report.
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Sĺ=¼ªpª|ĺÔ¯Ê£ĺ{ªãÆĺ¼¯©ĺ¼pÆ¼ĺÊÀĺ¯ĺ££ÊÀÆ¼pÆ¯ªÀĺpªĺ©pÆ¼|Àĝĺ
The Ordinance should illustrate a variety of definitions and regulations, which will more effectively communicate
information to users. Numerous regulations would benefit from illustration including, but not limited to:
Ėĺ Lot types, lot lines, and lot dimensions
Ėĺ Landscape, fencing, and similar requirements
Ėĺ Measurement rules, such as building height, setbacks, etc.
Ėĺ Parking lot design
Ėĺ Building design standards
Graphics are not limited to the examples cited above. It is anticipated that additional regulations, design
concepts, and terms will require illustration when developed during the drafting process.
The Ordinance would also benefit from greater use of matrices. For example, a global use matrix can summarize
and more clearly present information regarding permitted and special uses in the districts. Tables can also be
used to summarize requirements for other development regulations, such as permitted encroachments and
parking requirements.
7pªÆpªĺªÆ¼ªp£ĺ|¯ªÀÀÆª|ÚĺªĺÆ¼©ª¯£¯ÚĺpªĺĵÓ¯|ĝĶ
The integrity of land use regulation hinges on the internal consistency of the various details. Consistent
terminology should be used throughout the development regulations. As a simple example, early in the revision
process the decision should be made whether to use the term setback or yard when referring to the minimum
required dimension. In addition, because different authors have written different components of the regulations,
it has become an amalgam of different “voices,” which reflects the background of authors – attorneys, planners,
engineers, etc. An overall rewrite will eliminate this type of inconsistency.

DEFINITIONS
We recommend that all definitions of the general terms of the Ordinance be located in a single section, similar
to how it is currently organized (Article 1). All existing definitions will be evaluated, updated for clarity, and
checked for any internal conflicts. Any key terms that are undefined will be defined. Definitions no longer
needed will be deleted. Finally, many definitions will be supplemented with illustrations.

USES
Sĺ©¯¼ªĺª¼|ĺÊÀĺp¹¹¼¯p|ĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺp¯¹ÆĺÆ¯ĺp¼ÀÀĺ¹¼©ÆÆĺpªĺÀ¹|p£ĺÊÀÀĺÔÆªĺÆĺ
ÀÆ¼|ÆÀĝĺ
We propose a revision of how permitted and special uses within the zoning districts are controlled, based upon
the concept of “generic uses.” A generic use approach to the listing of uses is established by combining specific
uses into a broader use category. For example, barber shops, beauty parlors, shoe repair shops, and tailors
would be addressed in the use “personal services establishment,” which then can allow similar uses such as pet
grooming establishments, dry cleaners, and nail salons.
Currently, Oak Park employs an approach that does incorporate some generic uses, but also has a number of
specific uses. Because of the required detail and inability to respond to new and emerging uses from specific
uses, we propose to move toward a primarily generic use approach. The generic use approach has two main
benefits. First, it eliminates the need for extensive and detailed lists, and the permitted and special use sections
of the Ordinance become shorter and easier to use. Secondly, the generic use approach provides the Village
with greater flexibility to review and permit those uses that may be desirable, but not specifically listed, within
the broad context of the use definitions.
With the generic use approach, good use definitions are critical. Each use must be defined and many may
include both examples of that use and specifically exclude those uses that are not part of the use definition.
The second important element of the generic use approach is that any use that is permitted elsewhere within
the Ordinance and is listed separately cannot be considered part of a generic use category. For example, if the
Ordinance specifically defines “drive-through facilities,” “drive-through facilities” are not permitted unless they are
allowed within that district – for example, they are not automatically part of a “restaurant” use.
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G¼©ÆÆĺpªĺÀ¹|p£ĺÊÀÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÆp£¯¼ĺÀ¹|ã|p££ÚĺÆ¯ĺÆĺ¹Ê¼¹¯Àĺ¯ĺÆĺÀÆ¼|Æĝ
The uses allowed in each district should be evaluated and updated. Uses must correspond to the purpose, form,
and function of each district. The revision process will include a full evaluation and, where necessary, resorting of
uses allowed in each district.
Also, a major change to the Ordinance is to eliminate a loophole created by allowing for use variances. The
variance process will be clarified as relating to Ordinance regulatory standards only, not use permissions.
Eliminating the ability to request a use that is not allowed in the district through the variance process will create
a more predictable development environment. If a use is desired in a district but is currently prohibited, the text
amendment process should be the sole avenue to allow for such use.
¼ÆpªĺÊÀÀĺ¼»Ê¼ĺÊÀĺÀÆpªp¼ÀĺÆ¯ĺ¼Ê£pÆĺ©¹p|ÆÀĝ
Related to the above approach, the Ordinance may need additional use standards for certain uses. Use
standards are important with a generic use approach in order to ensure that the impacts are properly
addressed. In the current use table, there are references to select use standards and some standards within the
table itself. All of these would be evaluated and revised, with new standards added as needed, and consolidated
in one section so that the use matrix would only contain a cross-reference.
ĺÊ££ĺ¼pªĺ¯ĺÆ©¹¯¼p¼ÚĺÊÀÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺp¼ÀÀĝ
The current Ordinance is not comprehensive on all types of temporary uses that can occur on private property.
As part of the update, it is recommended that the following temporary uses should be addressed:
Ėĺ Farmers Market
Ėĺ Real Estate Sales Office/Model Unit
Ėĺ Temporary Contractor’s Office
Ėĺ Temporary Contractor’s Yard
Ėĺ Temporary Mobile Food Sales
Ėĺ Temporary Outdoor Entertainment
Ėĺ Temporary Outdoor Sales
Ėĺ Temporary Outdoor Storage Container
Ėĺ Temporary Storefront Gallery
#ÆĺÀĺ¼|¯©©ªĺÆ¯ĺ£©ªpÆĺÆĺ¼ÀÆ¼|Æ¯ªĺªĺ|¼ÆpªĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺÆpÆĺ¼»Ê¼ĺp¼ĺÀp£¯ªÀĺÆ¯ĺ{ĺÀ¹p|ĺðëëĺ
Æĺp¹p¼Æĝĺ
The current use structure has areas where hair salons must be spaced 500 feet apart. This has created issues
with current property owners not being able to rent structures which therefore remain vacant, and the spacing
measurement creates administration issues, including determining permissions and requests for variances. We
recommend elimination of this restriction. Alternately, restrictions should focus on concentrating retail at key
locations.
In order to create a true mixed-use environment within many of the commercial districts, a variety of uses
should be allowed. What makes a mixed-use environment attractive is that in addition to shopping and dining
opportunities, residents that live within the area are also able to take care of everyday tasks, which include
uses like dry cleaning and hair salons, and recreational uses, such as fitness centers and arts studios. However,
there is concern based on maintaining the Village’s sales tax base regarding the mix of retail uses verses service
uses within certain commercial districts. It is recommended that only select areas within districts include use
restrictions that require retail on the ground floor (office, residential, and other non-residential uses would be
permitted above the ground floor).

DISTRICTS
©ªÀ¯ªp£ĺ¼Ê£pÆ¯ªÀĺÔ££ĺ{ĺ¼ÓÔĺpªĺ¼ÓÀĺpÀĺp¹¹¼¯¹¼pÆĺªĺp££ĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĝ
Throughout the process, we will review the dimensional regulations for all districts, including lot size, yards,
and lot coverage, and compare them to existing conditions and redevelopment objectives. If needed, we will
recommend adjustment of these controls to continue development consistent with existing character.
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We have also undertaken a preliminary review of the residential district dimensional standards, in particular for
single-family neighborhoods, the predominant land use in the Village. Initial discussions and preliminary analysis
indicate that the residential neighborhoods within the Village are stable, and that current regulations work well
to maintain the character of Oak Park’s neighborhoods. Though the regulations are sound overall, the Village
could benefit from simplification of certain dimensional standards, as well as some fine-tuning or “right-sizing”
to ensure that existing structures can be adequately maintained or improved, and that any new development
complements established neighborhood character. Preliminary recommendations include the following:
Ėĺ The Village should consider eliminating the lot coverage averaging provision in the R-1 and R-2 Districts.
The current regulation is cumbersome to calculate, and may potentially reinforce unsustainable or
undesirable lot coverage characteristics over the long term. Controlling lot coverage through a set
maximum percentage by district, in line with the majority of the residential districts is recommended.
Ėĺ Lot coverage for all residential districts should be simplified. It is recommended to move to a more
traditional definition of lot coverage that really means building coverage, which would include both
principal and accessory buildings. Then an additional impervious surface maximum should be added,
which would include all structures, paving, and other impervious surfaces on the lot. This approach allows
for more flexibility in site design, and encourages the use of sustainable technology such as permeable
paving systems.
Ėĺ The R-6 residential zoning district does not currently include any lot coverage requirements. It is
recommended to bring the R-6 in line with the other residential districts, and include lot coverage and
impervious surface maximums as recommended above.
Ėĺ Side yard requirements in the single-family zoning districts should be adjusted. Sample analysis indicates
that in the more densely developed single-family zoning districts, many lots do not currently meet the five
foot interior side yard standard. In some areas of the Village, in fact, it appears that homes are built right up
to the lot line, with very little space between adjacent residences. As such, the current side yard standard
may need to be adjusted to reflect on-the-ground development conditions. One approach is to create an
alternate interior side yard requirement for smaller lots within the residential districts. For example, the
residential district standards could require lots of 35 feet or less in width to provide interior side yards that
are a minimum of 10% of the lot width or 2.5 feet, whichever is greater.
Ėĺ The R-3 District contains a relatively significant number of nonconforming lots based on substandard
lot area. Overall, approximately 64% of lots in the R-3 District meet the 5,000 square foot minimum lot
area for the district. Spatial analysis indicates that the area between Madison Street on the north and
Harrison Street on the south, to the west of Gunderson Avenue, contains a concentration of nonconforming
lots. The Village may want to consider adjusting the R-3 District standards, or rezoning portions of this
area to accommodate the smaller lots that predominate. The image below shows this concentration of
nonconforming lots; those that are highlighted have an area of less than 5,000 square feet.
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Three potential approaches can be taken to resolve this issue. The first is to allow these lots to remain
nonconforming. The second is to craft special standards within the R-3 District regulations that address the
development of these smaller lots, such as a reduced required setback. Finally, the R-3 District can be split
into two districts, such as the R-3-50, for the 5,000 square foot lots, and the R-3-35 for 3,500 square foot lots.
Sĺ|¯©©¼|p£ĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ¼ä|ÆĺÆĺ|p¼p|Æ¼ĺ¯ĺ=p ĺGp¼ ĸÀĺ|¯©©¼|p£ĺp¼pÀĝĺ
The distinction between the commercial districts should be further refined to meet specific development
objectives. The commercial districts should be restructured to directly regulate development intensity, use mix,
and/or functionality. The standards should recognize that the physical character of the corridors varies. The
physical attributes of these areas make their regulatory needs different.
Over time, the Village has implemented a series of overlay districts to address specific issues related to the
design of the commercial corridors and/or specific use concerns. In certain areas within the Village, multiple
overlay districts overlap with one another to create a series of layered, complex regulatory requirements. While
the intent of these overlays is important, the myriad regulations that apply to each zoning lot within them
create an Ordinance that is difficult to use and interpret. While overlay districts are a useful zoning tool, their
application should be limited so that they specifically address issues that are unique to certain areas. In order to
make the Ordinance more user-friendly, these overlay districts should be evaluated, and consolidated into base
districts where appropriate.
Therefore, we propose to revise the commercial zoning district structure as follows:
Ėĺ ¯ÔªÆ¯Ôªĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|Æĝ This would consolidate the various districts mapped within the Downtown
area, including the B-4 District, Marion Street Overlay, Downtown Height Overlay, and Transit-Related Retail
Overlay.
Ėĺ 7pÀ¯ªĺNÆ¼Æĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|ÆĝĺThis district is being created as an early action project in this assignment.
Please see the Madison Street Framework Report for details, attached to this Report as an appendix.
Ėĺ "p¼¼À¯ªĺNÆ¼Æĺ¼ÆÀĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|ÆĝĺThe orientation of the Harrison Street Arts District to arts and culture
and its mixed-use pedestrian-oriented nature merits a district to strengthen those characteristics. The
district would be based on the recommendations of the plan for the Arts and Culture District.
Ėĺ 8{¯¼¯¯ĺ ¯©©¼|p£ĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|ÆĝĺThis district would address pockets of neighborhood
commercial development. Two areas targeted for this designation include the commercial area located
along Chicago Avenue and Oak Park Avenue adjacent to I-290. Both of these areas are structured as
walkable commercial environments, which can be strengthened.
Ėĺ

¯©©¼|p£ĺpÆÔpÚĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|Æĝ This district would apply to the commercial areas of the gateway
streets into the Village: Harlem, Austin, North, and Roosevelt. This base commercial district would be
based upon the intent of the Perimeter Overlay District. Because the Roosevelt Road Form-Based District
is an agreement between multiple municipalities, this district would remain in place and no changes are
anticipated.

Æ¯ªp£ĺÀ¹|p£ĺ¹Ê¼¹¯ÀĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ|¯ªÀ¼ĝ
The Village currently has a Hospital District to address Rush Oak Park Hospital and West Suburban Hospital.
Two additional particular types of land uses would also benefit from tailored special purpose districts. These are
described below:
Ėĺ The Village has a significant area devoted to parks. An open space district for these parks offers two
benefits. The first is that the parks are protected, as only recreation areas are allowed. The second is that, if
someone desired to change the use of that area, a rezoning is required, allowing the Village control over
the future land use of that parcel.
Ėĺ The second district, an institutional district, would address the governmental, educational, and cultural
facilities located within the Village. This would also assist in implementing the institutional campus
planned along Madison Street surrounding Village Hall, the School District offices of D97 and D200, and
the Park District offices.
ÀªĺÀÆpªp¼Àĺ|pªĺ{ĺpĺÆ¯ĺp¹¹¼¯¹¼pÆĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺÆ¯ĺªÀÊ¼ĺÆĺ»Êp£ÆÚĺ¯ĺªÔĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĝĺ
In order to ensure quality new development, certain districts and uses should incorporate basic design
standards. The key to successful design standards is to accurately convey the aesthetic desires of the
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community, protect key physical resources from inappropriate alterations, and maintain the flexibility needed
to solve difficult design issues and allow innovative new development. Good design standards result in infill
development that maintains Village character and implements desired redevelopment patterns. Multi-family
and townhouse developments, and commercial development, including mixed-use developments, should
incorporate design standards.
The intent is not to control the architecture of new development but rather to address basic building design:
façade articulation, fenestration, public entrance design, prohibited building materials, and similar. Standards
should be written so that they are more objective in nature than subjective, for easy review and administration.
This would be an enhancement of the standards contained Article 6. The Village is also creating a design
standards manual, separate from the Zoning Ordinance update, so the standards within the Ordinance would
be drafted to ensure that there are no conflicts or inconsistencies with the manual.
It is important to note that the historic districts are controlled by a separate ordinance outside of the Zoning
Ordinance and that the standards within zoning would not control in those areas. The Ordinance will include
a cross-reference to historic preservation regulations so that users are aware of those controls. In addition, the
design standards would not apply to any previously approved planned developments, which are controlled by
the standards contained within their approvals.

Example design standards from another community. For illustrative purposes only.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Sĺp||ÀÀ¯¼ÚĺÀÆ¼Ê|ÆÊ¼ĺÀ|Æ¯ªĺ¯ĺÆĺÙÀÆªĺ=¼ªpª|ĺªÀĺÊ¹pÆªĝ
Very few accessory structures are specifically controlled in Article 4. The Ordinance update should include a
comprehensive list of accessory structures and include regulations for each in terms of size/dimension, height,
placement, and other dimensional and location requirements.
Common accessory structures and uses include the following:
Ėĺ Amateur (HAM) Radio
Equipment
Ėĺ Apiary
Ėĺ Arbor
Ėĺ Carport
Ėĺ Chicken Coop
Ėĺ Coldframe
Ėĺ Deck
Ėĺ Farmstand
Ėĺ Fences
Ėĺ Garage
Ėĺ Gazebo

Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ

Greenhouse
Home Occupation
Mechanical Equipment
Outdoor Sales and Display
Outdoor Storage
Patio
Pergola
Personal Recreational Game
Court
Ėĺ Refuse and Recycling
Containers
Ėĺ Satellite Dish Antenna
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Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ
Ėĺ

Shed
Solar Panels (Private)
Swimming Pool
Trellis
Vehicle Charging Station
Water Features
Wind Turbine (Private)

Certain of these accessory structures, such as fences, may already be regulated by other ordinances within the
Village Code. Where it would be infeasible to move the regulations into the Zoning Ordinance, a cross-reference
should be included.
SĺÆ¼©ÀĺĵÚp¼ĶĺpªĺĵÀÆ{p| ĶĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÀ¹p¼pÆ£Úĺãªĺªĺ¯¼¼ĺÆ¯ĺ{ÆÆ¼ĺ¼Ê£pÆĺÆĺ¹£p|©ªÆĺ¯ĺ
p||ÀÀ¯¼ÚĺÀÆ¼Ê|ÆÊ¼Àĝĺ
For clarification, the ordinance should define yard and setback. A yard is the open space area between a
principal building and the adjoining lot line. A required setback may be equal to or lesser than a yard and is
the required minimum distance a principal building must be located from a lot line, which is unoccupied and
unobstructed by any portion of a principal building or accessory structure, unless permitted by this Ordinance.
A setback extends along a lot line for the minimum depth specified by the zoning district in which such lot is
located.
Only those accessory structures permitted by the Ordinance would be allowed in required setbacks. Certain
accessory structures may be prohibited in certain yards. The distinction between yard and setback is made
because certain principal buildings may be set back further than required by district setback standards, thereby
creating a yard larger than the minimum setback dimension. If a structure is permitted within a yard, it is
permitted within the required setback subject to any additional limitations.
Sĺ=¼ªpª|ĺÀ¯Ê£ĺª|£Êĺ{pÀ|ĺÙÆ¼¯¼ĺ£ÆªĺÀÆpªp¼Àĝĺ
Currently, there are no clear standards for exterior lighting control. In the update, a full range of exterior lighting
standards should be created. These would include standards such as:
Ėĺ The requirement for new development to submit a lighting plan. (This would exclude single-family and
two-family development.)
Ėĺ A restriction on the maximum footcandle at the lot line, which is typically 1 footcandle.
Ėĺ Maximum height standards for cut-off & non-cut-off luminaires. (To qualify as a cut-off luminaire, the angle
of shielding must be 75° or less.)
Ėĺ Special standards for outdoor recreational field (public or private) lighting, which require increased height.
Ėĺ A list of lighting that is exempted from the standards, such as security lighting, emergency lighting, and
right-of-way lighting.
Ėĺ Incorporation of the best practice standards to minimize light pollution and conserve energy.
ĺ¹¼©ÆÆĺª|¼¯p|©ªÆÀĺÆp{£ĺÔ¯Ê£ĺ£¹ĺÆ¯ĺ|£p¼ÚĺÔpÆĺÆÚ¹Àĺ¯ĺª|¼¯p|©ªÆÀĺp¼ĺp££¯Ôĺªĺ
¼»Ê¼ĺÚp¼Àĝĺ
Attached accessory structures and architectural features should be regulated through a permitted
encroachments table, where the location – in relation to the required yards – is controlled. The current Ordinance
does control some encroachments into yards in Article 4 but would be better organized as a table that includes
the full range of accessory structures and architectural features.
It is important to note that there is often overlap between permitted encroachment permissions and accessory
structure regulations. Therefore it is important to organize the accessory structure and permitted encroachment
regulations in a coordinated manner with cross-references between the two sections.
Example Table - Illustrative Purposes Only
Permitted Encroachments Into Required Setbacks
Y= Permitted // N= Prohibited
| Max. = Maximum // Min. = Minimum
Front
Setback

Corner Side
Setback

Interior Side
Setback

Rear
Setback

Fence or Wall
(Section 7.3)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Garage – Detached
(Section 7.3)
Attached garages are considered part of the principal structure

N

Y

Y

Y

Gazebo or Pergola
Prohibited in front yard

N

N

Y

Y
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OFF-STREET PARKING
Sĺ`££pĸÀĺ¯ĮÀÆ¼Æĺ¹p¼ ªĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺpªĺp|£ÆÚĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĺÀÆpªp¼ÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÊ¹pÆĝĺ
It is important that parking requirements address the demand for parking and the realities of existing
conditions. The updated parking requirements should address the full range of off-street parking and loading
elements. In order to be comprehensive, this section should update and add the following:
Ėĺ Permitted location of off-street spaces for all districts, including remote lots
Ėĺ Parking lot design (surfacing, curbing, marking, etc.) and minimum parking space dimension
Ėĺ Parking flexibilities
Ėĺ Required stacking spaces for drive-through facilities, including design of stacking spaces
Ėĺ Required number of off-street spaces per use
Ėĺ Bicycle parking requirements
Ėĺ Location and design of off-street loading
Ėĺ Storage of commercial and recreational vehicles
Regulations should consider both the demand for parking, and the design and appearance of parking facilities.
Adjustments to parking ratio formulas to reflect local demand and conditions should be made as the rewrite
process goes forward.
Gp¼ ªĺ©pÙ©Ê©ÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ|¯ªÀ¼ĝĺ
In certain districts, the Village may also want to consider instituting parking maximums to ensure that excessive
amounts of parking are not installed. Frequently, parking amounts are provided to accommodate peak demand
that is not regularly seen – i.e. “Black Friday” or Christmas Eve retail shopping. Limiting off-street parking to a
maximum percentage above the required amount can help to prevent excessive paving and its associated
environmental impacts.
Gp¼ ªĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ¼ä|Æĺ£¯|p£ĺ©pªĺpªĺ|¯ªÆ¯ªÀĝĺ
Parking requirements should be summarized within a matrix that establishes requirements for off-street
parking for each use within the districts. This allows for tailoring of parking requirements to the nature and
physical make-up of each use. When the use structure is determined in the Ordinance, the listing of parking
requirements by use should sync with those within the districts.
Special development types, such as strip retail centers and shopping centers, are better served by specialized
parking requirements that calculate the required parking based on the floor area of the development as a
whole, rather than as a collection of individual uses. Because uses turnover frequently, parking calculations for
these developments can move between conformance and nonconformance. A single calculation based on gross
floor area would better allow these developments to manage parking and maintain and attract new tenants.
Also, current multi-family dwellings require parking by number of bedrooms within a dwelling unit. For easier
application both for developers of such properties and Village administrators, it is recommended that this
standard be revised to a straight number of spaces per dwelling unit.
Sĺ¹¯£|Úĺ¯ĺ¼pªpÆ¼ªĺ¯ĺªÀÊã|ªÆĺ¹p¼ ªĺ¯¼ĺÙÀÆªĺÀÆ¼Ê|ÆÊ¼ÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺª|£ÊĺªĺÆĺ
=¼ªpª|ĝĺ
As is the current practice, existing structures as of the effective date of this Ordinance that currently do not
provide any parking due to lack of sufficient space on the lot to accommodate parking should be exempt from
required off-street vehicle and bicycle parking requirements regardless of a change in intensity or use, as verified
by the Zoning Administrator. Once the principal building is demolished, this exemption would no longer be
valid. In addition, if the lot area is expanded (e.g., the adjoining lot is purchased), this exemption is no longer
valid. However, this exemption would only apply to nonresidential uses; any current or new residential would be
required to provide the required amount of parking for such residential use or obtain a variance.
Æ¯ªp£ĺ¹p¼ ªĺÙ©¹Æ¯ªÀĺ©pÚĺ{ĺªĺÆ¯ĺp¼ÀÀĺÆĺ¼p£ÆÀĺ¯ĺÓ£¯¹ĺp¼pÀĝĺ
There are a series of parking flexibilities in the current Ordinance. These include parking reductions up to 25%
when certain criteria are met, alternative access and parking plans, and fee-in-lieu provisions. However, as a built-
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out community, a number of existing sites and/or areas may have trouble accommodating the required amount
of on-site parking. Therefore, additional exemptions may be necessary. One exemption that may be most
practical within the Village is to eliminate parking requirements for smaller businesses. For example, businesses
of 2,500 square feet of gross floor area could be exempt from parking requirements in order to provide relief for
new developments on small lots.
Also, areas within a specified distance of public transit should require fewer off-street parking spaces. The
current Ordinance allows for developments to apply for a reduction in off-street parking of up to 25% when
certain criteria are met, but the Village may want to consider simply requiring 25% less parking as a standard
within, for instance, one half mile of public transit locations.
Sĺ=¼ªpª|ĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ¼»Ê¼ĺ{|Ú|£ĺ¹p¼ ªĺ¯¼ĺ|¼Æpªĺ£p¼¼ĮÀ|p£ĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆÀĝĺ
Similar to vehicle parking requirements, certain uses should be required to provide bicycle parking. Generally,
these would be larger-scale uses, such as multi-family dwellings, commercial uses over a certain square footage,
educational facilities, and places of worship. The required number of spaces should specify how many shortterm and long-term bicycle spaces are needed, and include design and siting requirements.
When accommodating bicycle parking spaces on-site proves difficult, the Ordinance should allow flexibility by
allowing bike racks to be placed in the public right-of-way where space is available. The property owner would
need to make suitable arrangements with the Village to allow bike racks in the public right-of-way.
Sĺ=¼ªpª|ĺÀ¯Ê£ĺª|ªÆÓßĺ|p¼ĮÀp¼ĺpªĺ{ ĮÀp¼ĺp|£ÆÀĝĺ
Car-share and bike-share facilities have become commonplace in municipalities and have proven to be a
popular means of transportation for both residents and visitors. With the benefits that such facilities bring –
positive environmental impacts, increased transportation choices for the community, the Ordinance should
include provisions that incentivize property owners to accommodate these facilities on their property.

LANDSCAPE
Ê¼¼ªÆĺ£pªÀ|p¹ĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ¼ÓÀĺ¯¼ĺ|£p¼ÆÚĝĺ
The contribution of landscape to the visual quality of the built environment cannot be overemphasized, and it is
clear in the current Ordinance that the Village values its benefits. The current landscape section contains a full
set of landscape requirements, which, as the district structure and the associated dimensional requirements are
evaluated and revised, will be revised as well to ensure the proper levels of beautification and screening without
creating situations that require variances.
The Ordinance should be organized around the following landscape requirements for:
Ėĺ Landscape plan requirements
Ėĺ Selection and installation requirements
Ėĺ Design criteria
Ėĺ Parkway landscaping
Ėĺ Interior of parking lots plantings
Ėĺ Perimeter of parking lots plantings
Ėĺ Building setback landscaping
Ėĺ Buffer yards and screening
Ėĺ Tree conservation
1pªÀ|p¹ĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ¹¼p|Æ|p£ĘĺÀÊÀÆpªp{£Ęĺpªĺp|Óp{£ĝĺ
The current Ordinance contains a number of landscape requirements that should be evaluated and refined
to ensure that the results they generate are contributing to the aesthetic appeal, adequate buffering, and
sustainability goals of the Village. The landscape section should contain regulations that are easy to calculate,
and should provide a clear path to meeting those requirements. Initial recommendations include:
Ėĺ Building setback landscaping for multi-family and non-residential uses should be required only where
adequate space can be provided to ensure long-term health of required plant material. Requirements
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should be adjusted, or alternative methods of meeting the building setback landscape should be provided
for structures that are sited 10 feet or less from a lot line.
Ėĺ Buffer yard requirements should be evaluated and updated to ensure proper screening between
incompatible adjacent uses. Buffer yards for new construction should be required along interior side and
rear yards where non-residential uses are located within residential districts, and where non-residential
uses abut residential districts. The Village may also want to consider requiring buffer yards between lower
intensity single-family districts and multi-family development in higher intensity R-6 and R-7 Districts.
Ėĺ Parking lot perimeter landscaping should be required only where parking lots abut the public right-ofway, excluding alleys, to facilitate shared parking and cross-access easements between complementary
adjacent uses. Updating the buffer yard requirements as recommended above will work in tandem
with this recommendation to ensure that adequate screening is in place where appropriate. Parking
lot perimeter landscape requirements should also be simplified to provide clarity and flexibility in their
application.
Ėĺ Interior parking lot landscape requirements should be simplified, and the requirements should be linked
to each other, to ensure consistent, predictable results regardless of the size of a parking lot. For example,
islands should be required to be a standard size, generally the same dimensions as a parking space.
Diamond-shaped landscape islands should be prohibited. A standard should be set requiring an island
for every “x” number of spaces in a lot, and a standard number of trees and other vegetation should be
required for each island. In addition to these requirements, a base percentage should be established,
generally 10%, to ensure that all lots maintain a minimum amount of landscape area, regardless of the
number of spaces provided. Linking requirements in this fashion greatly simplifies administration of the
requirements, while still maintaining flexibility where needed to meet the standards.
Ėĺ The use of stormwater management techniques such as raingardens and bioswales should be encouraged
in landscape areas, including parking lot landscape. Parking lot island and landscape requirements should
encourage designs to accommodate stormwater infiltration where appropriate.
1pªÀ|p¹ĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ|¯ªÆpªĺ¼»Ê¼©ªÆÀĺÆ¯ĺ{¼ªĺÙÀÆªĺÓ£¯¹ĺÀÆÀĺªÆ¯ĺ|¯ª¯¼©pª|ĝ
Landscape should be required when modification of parking lots and significant building expansions are
requested. When building additions or expansions are undertaken, the percentage of landscape required
can be linked proportionally to the additional building area. Existing parking lots can be required to comply
with landscape requirements when a certain number of parking spaces are added to the lot or if the lot is
reconstructed.
However, when an existing parking lot is required to install landscape, which would result in creating a parking
area that no longer conforms to the parking regulations of this Ordinance, the parking lot would not be required
to install all or a portion of the required landscape. The applicant would be required to show that landscape
cannot be accommodated on the site. If only certain requirements can be accommodated on the site, only
those elements are required. The Zoning Administrator will make the determination that all or a portion of
required landscape does not have to be installed.

ADMINISTRATION
Sĺ¹¯ÀÆ¯ªĺ¯ĺl¯ªªĺ©ªÀÆ¼pÆ¯¼ĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ|¼pÆĝĺĺ
A new position should be defined for administering the Ordinance. Most ordinances typically, for ease of use,
create the position of Zoning Administrator so that the “keeper” of the ordinance is appropriately titled and
consistently referenced throughout the document. Therefore, we propose the following language for this section:
“The Village Planner, or his/her designee including the Zoning Officer, will be considered the Zoning
Administrator. A decision by the Zoning Administrator may only be rendered once.”
This way, the Village Planner becomes the Zoning Administrator but can designate powers as needed, such as to
the Zoning Officer, Building Official, or an assistant planner.
ĺ|¯©¹£ÆªÀÀĺ¼ÓÔĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺª|£ÊĺpÀĺ¹p¼Æĺ¯ĺÆĺã£ªĺ¯ĺp¹¹£|pÆ¯ªÀĺ¹¼¯ÓÀ¯ªĝ
It is recommended that a completeness requirement be added to the Ordinance in order to avoid the submittal
and processing of incomplete applications. An example of such a requirement is as follows:
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The Zoning Administrator will determine whether a submitted application is complete. The Zoning
Administrator will notify the applicant as to whether or not the application is complete, and will not
process the application until any deficiencies are remedied. Once the Zoning Administrator determines
that the application is complete, the application will be scheduled for consideration.
This would allow interested members of the public to review the complete application prior to the hearing and
would help to eliminate postponements on the basis of incomplete submittals. It should be noted that payment
of fees should be considered part of completeness review.
ªªÀĺ¯ĺp|Æĺ¯¼ĺp¹¹¼¯Óp£ĺÀÆpªp¼Àĺ¯¼ĺÆĺ¼ªÆĺp¹¹£|pÆ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÊ¹pÆĝĺ
Each of the applications, in particular amendments, variations, and special uses, should have a set of approval
standards or findings of fact. Current standards for each application should be updated for consistency with
Illinois case law and clarified.
G¼¯|ÀÀªĺ¯ĺ©p¯¼ĺp¹¹£|pÆ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÀ©¹£ãĺ{ÚĺÀÊ{©ÆÆp£ĺ¼|Æ£ÚĺÆ¯ĺÆĺ¼|¯©©ªªĺ{¯Úĝĺ
Currently, the Ordinance requires the major applications (amendments, special uses, variations) to be submitted
first to the Village Board who then refers the application to the Plan Commission or Zoning Board of Appeals to
begin the approval process. This adds unnecessary time to the process – as much as four to six weeks in some
cases. This is also an uncommon practice. It is recommended that once the application is deemed complete, it is
forwarded directly to the Plan Commission or Zoning Board of Appeals, as applicable.
WÀĺÓp¼pÆ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺ£©ªpÆĝ
The current ability to approve a use variance creates a backdoor in the Ordinance that allows uses that are not
allowed in the district. The variance process should be clarified as relating to Ordinance regulatory standards
only, not use permissions. Eliminating the ability to request a use that is not allowed in the district through the
variance process will create a more predictable development environment. If a use is desired in a district but is
currently prohibited, the text amendment process should be the sole avenue to allow for such use.
N¯©ĺäÙ{£ÆÚĺªĺÆĺÓp¼pÆ¯ªĺ¹¼¯|ÀÀĺ|pªĺ{ĺª|£ÊĺÆ¼¯Êĺpªĺp©ªÀÆ¼pÆÓĺÓp¼pÆ¯ªĺ¹¼¯|Ê¼ĝ
The Village can reduce the number of cases required to be reviewed by the Zoning Board of Appeals and
introduce some flexibility in the variation application by defining and establishing a procedure for administrative
variations, with certain applications reviewed and approved by the Zoning Administrator. The purpose would
be to provide a streamlined approval procedure for minor modifications of select standards, without requiring a
public hearing. Examples of the types of variations that could be approved as an administrative variation are the
following:
Ėĺ A 10% variation on any dimensional standard within the Ordinance
Ėĺ Reduction of required off-street parking spaces by no more than 10% of the required amount
Ėĺ A variation for bicycle parking requirements
It is important to note that an administrative variation procedure has a number of checks and balances built
into it. First, the Zoning Administrator is given the ability to decide that an application – even if it is clearly an
administrative variation category – is by its nature a major variation, and therefore must be scheduled before
the Zoning Board of Appeals. Second, if the Zoning Administrator denies an administrative variation, then the
applicant can appeal that decision to Zoning Board of Appeals. An additional safety is added whereby if any
person objects to the application in writing prior to the date the decision is to be rendered, the application will
be automatically transferred to the Zoning Board of Appeals as a major variation.
An administrative variation must be properly noticed. Some communities that have instituted the administrative
variation have reduced notice requirements to create a more expedited review and to save the applicant costs
in terms of mailed notice. In most communities that implement an administrative variation, mailed notice is
sent to adjacent landowners, rather than usual the 250 feet from subject property lines. The notice would state
the type of administrative variance being requested and will state the date when the Zoning Administrator will
render the decision. Written objections must be submitted prior to the date indicated on the notice.
Finally, like a major variation, an administrative variation may be granted only where there are special
circumstances applicable to the subject property – an undue hardship stemming from unique circumstances.
As in all variation cases, a personal hardship does not justify a variation, nor does a hardship that has been
intentionally created. The same findings of fact are applicable. The administrative variation is only intended to
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streamline the process for minor modifications, lessening the burden on both the Zoning Board of Appeals and
the applicant.

PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS
S¼ĺp¼ĺ¯¹¹¯¼ÆÊªÆÀĺÆ¯ĺ©p ĺG£pªªĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĺĪGīĺpĺ©¯¼ĺ|ÆÓĺ©|pªÀ©ĺ¯¼ĺ£Ó¼pªĺĺ
»Êp£ÆÚĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĝĺ
The intent of a PD is to encourage flexibility in the use and development of land and design of structures by a
more creative approach than might otherwise be accomplished under the strict application of the ordinance.
The PD regulations should clearly state that both dimensional standards and use permissions can be modified
as part of the PD, but in exchange for the flexibility offered under the PD process, the process should be
structured so that the Village gains high-quality amenities, open space, building design, and/or other benefits to
the community.
The Village’s current approval process for a PD follows best practices. However, the Village’s ability to negotiate
for the flexibilities offered through the process are not clearly defined. In exchange for flexibility offered under
the PD process, the Village should gain high-quality amenities and/or other benefits to the community. The
existing Ordinance does not clearly define the types of amenities that would be considered in exchange for the
flexibility available through the PD process. Therefore, the PD process should be updated to include a menu
of public benefits and amenities that can be provided in exchange for exceptions to district requirements.
Examples of some of the design characteristics and amenities that can be considered in determining whether
an exception should be granted include:
Ėĺ Enhanced design characteristics including, but not limited to, mixed-use development and transit-oriented
development.
Ėĺ Community amenities including plazas, malls, formal gardens, places to congregate, outdoor seating,
public art, and pedestrian and transit facilities.
Ėĺ Preservation of natural areas and site design that is sensitive to environmental features.
Ėĺ Additional open space and recreational amenities such as recreational open space and playgrounds,
including athletic fields, dog parks, and natural water features and conservation areas,
Ėĺ Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the minimum required by the planned
development, such as new or repaved streets, provision of bicycle paths, installation of gutters and sewers,
and traffic control devices to improve traffic flow.
Ėĺ Senior housing set-aside.
Ėĺ Affordable housing set-aside.
Ėĺ Provision of public car and/or bike share facilities.
As part of the enhancement of the existing compensating benefits, it is also recommended to eliminate
the current allowance for an economic benefit to the Village to be considered. An economic benefit is an
underlying assumption of requesting a PD and should not qualify as compensating benefit. Also, the number of
compensating benefits required should be proportional to the number of district modifications requested; the
more modifications applied for, the greater the amount of compensating benefits required.
#ª|¯¼¹¯¼pÆĺpÆ¯ªp£ĺäÙ{£ÆÀĺªĺÆĺ¼»Ê¼ĺ1ĺ|¼Æã|pÆ¯ªĺ¯¼ĺªÔĺ|¯ªÀÆ¼Ê|Æ¯ªĝĺ
Current planned development regulations require new PDs to obtain LEED certification. In some cases, the
Village has issued waivers from this requirement because the administrative and financial demands of the
certification process have proven onerous to new development. In such cases, the development is still required
to meet the standards and intent of environmental sustainability in construction, but the requirement for
formal LEED certification has been waived. Also, the implications of requiring third party certification can
create issues regarding the conformity of the structure. If certification is not granted or at a later date revoked,
the structure can be considered nonconforming. Further, with the rapid advent of new technologies in green
building, required certification by a specific organization can become problematic. The Village needs to
maintain a nimble posture regarding new technology and standards related to sustainable development,
and requirements by LEED and other specific organizations may not be updated in time to take advantage of
emerging technologies and techniques. It is proposed to maintain a requirement that buildings and sites must
meet minimum standards for environmental sustainability in new PDs, but to allow for two flexibilities: 1) allow
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the use of additional sustainability ratings systems in addition to LEED, such as the Sustainable Sites Initiative;
and 2) eliminate the requirement for formal certification from a third party, but require evaluation to show that
such standards have been met.
ĺÀ¼Àĺ¯ĺp©ªÀÆ¼pÆÓĘĺ©ª¯¼Ęĺpªĺ©p¯¼ĺ|pªÀĺ¯¼ĺp¹¹¼¯ÓĺGĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺª|£ÊĺÆ¯ĺp££¯Ôĺ¯¼ĺ©¯¼ĺ
äÙ{£ÆÚĝ
Over the course of time, different levels of changes may be needed to an approved PD for a variety of reasons.
A more flexible change process may be warranted. One alternative is to create three levels of approval –
administrative by the Zoning Administrator, minor by the Plan Commission, and major by the Village Board. One
proposal for these three levels of change is provided below:

Administrative Changes – Zoning Administrator
Ėĺ Alterations required by engineering or other physical site circumstances not foreseen at the time that
the final development plan was approved
Ėĺ Changes to building design, architectural features and interior planning
Ėĺ Changes to accessory structures, whether attached or detached
Ėĺ Changes to the landscape plan that do not result in a reduction in the net amount of plant material or
violate the landscape requirements of this Ordinance

Minor Changes – Plan Commission
Ėĺ Any minor extension, alteration or modification of existing structures that does not violate any PD
approval conditions or applicable district regulations
Ėĺ Changes to the landscape plan that results in a reduction in the net amount of plant material or in the
visual impact of the approved landscape plan
Ėĺ Where major changes are defined by a threshold (feet, percentage increase/decrease, etc.), any changes
below that threshold are considered a minor change

Major Changes – Village Board
Ėĺ A change in the number of dwelling units, the gross floor area of the development, or the gross floor area
devoted to any particular use
Ėĺ An increase in building height
Ėĺ An increase in building coverage by more than 5%
Ėĺ A change in the orientation of any building by more than 10%
Ėĺ A decrease in open space
Ėĺ A change in excess of five feet in the location of walkways, vehicle circulation ways and parking areas, or
exterior building or structure walls
Ėĺ A change or relocation of streets
Ėĺ An alteration, whether an increase or decrease, in the amount of any land use in any stage of the
development by more than 10%
Ėĺ A reduction in the number of parking spaces or an increase of more than ten spaces

NONCONFORMITIES
8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ÆÚĺ¼Ê£pÆ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺÊ¹pÆĺÆ¯ĺÀ¹|ã|p££Úĺp¼ÀÀĺÆĺÓp¼ÆÚĺ¯ĺ¹¯ÆªÆp£ĺ
ª¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÀÆÊpÆ¯ªÀĝĺ
In any ordinance update, the intent is to eliminate as many nonconformities as possible. Many are eliminated
when new or revised districts are tailored to existing conditions or remapping of districts is undertaken,
however, some properties and uses will remain nonconforming. Therefore, the nonconformities section should
be rewritten for clarity and include provisions for nonconforming uses, structures, site characteristics, and lots.
The updated provisions should clearly spell out what types of changes and/or alterations are permissible. The
following are the types of nonconformities to be addressed:
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Ėĺ 8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÊÀĝ A nonconforming use is the existing, legal use of a structure or land that is not
allowed within the district, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as of the effective
date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.
Ėĺ 8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÀÆ¼Ê|ÆÊ¼ĝ A nonconforming structure is an existing, legal structure that does not
conform to the standards of the district where it is located, created either prior to the effective date of
this Ordinance or, as of the effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made
nonconforming.
Ėĺ 8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÀÆĺ|p¼p|Æ¼ÀÆ|ĝĺA nonconforming site characteristic is an existing, legal site
characteristic, such as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, or parking, that does not comply with the
standards of this Ordinance, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as of the
effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming. This would be a
new category of nonconformity for the Village.
Ėĺ 8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺ£¯ÆĝĺA nonconforming lot is an existing lot of record that does not comply with the lot
dimension standards of this Ordinance, created either prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or, as of
the effective date of this Ordinance and any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.
8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÀÆ¼Ê|ÆÊ¼ĺ¼Ê£pÆ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺª¯ÆĺÀÆªÊÀĺ{Úĺ£pªĺÊÀĝ
It is unclear why nonconforming residential structures can be rebuilt with the nonconformity even if destroyed
by more than 50% of replacement cost. Nonconformity regulations should seek to bring all structures into
conformity. It is recommended that the distinction between residential and non-residential structures be
eliminated. It is important to note that, as described in the discussion on residential districts, that many of the
regulations that create the current cases of nonconformities would be revised and more structures would be
considered conforming. In particular, the targeted revisions to lot coverage and setbacks to match on-theground conditions will address many of these issues.
8Ôĺ¼Ê£pÆ¯ªÀĺ¯¼ĺª¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺÀÆĺ|p¼p|Æ¼ÀÆ|ÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺpĝĺ
Rather than render a structure nonconforming because of a site characteristic related to the building,
flexibility should be built into the Ordinance by creating a separate nonconformity category for elements such
as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, and parking. The regulations would allow normal maintenance and
incidental repair to a nonconforming site element, but prohibit repairs or reconstruction that would create
any new nonconformity or increase the degree of the previously existing nonconformity. The regulation would
also spell out when nonconforming site elements must be brought into conformance when a new principal
structure is constructed on a site, an existing principal structure is increased in floor area by a certain amount,
an existing parking lot is fully reconstructed or an existing parking lot is expanded, or in specific circumstances,
such as when 50% or more of the length of a nonconforming fence is reconstructed.
8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ªĺ£¯Æĺ¹¼¯ÓÀ¯ªÀĺÀ¯Ê£ĺ{ĺª|£Êĝĺ
The current Ordinance does not address nonconforming lots. While modifications to district regulations would
bring most lots into conformity, there would still be some that are nonconforming. In order to acknowledge
those, each existing legal nonconforming lot should be allowed to develop with a use permitted within the
district and subject to all other dimensional requirements with the exception of lot area and lot width.
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II. OUTLINE OF REGULATORY STRUCTURE
The content of each section for the proposed new Zoning Ordinance structure is described below. These
descriptions do not include proposed key revisions; they only outline general organizational content. Proposed
revisions are described in Part I of this Report.
¼Æ|£ĺìėĺSÆ£ĘĺGÊ¼¹¯ÀĺŜĺ#ªÆªÆ
This Article introduces the Zoning Ordinance. It will include the overall purpose and intent, its application to
land and buildings within Oak Park, and the transition rules upon adoption of the new Ordinance.
¼Æ|£ĺíėĺª¼p£ĺãªÆ¯ªÀĺŜĺ7pÀÊ¼©ªÆĺ7Æ¯¯£¯Àĺ
As stated earlier, all definitions of general terms will be located within this Article. In addition, this Article will
also summarize all measurement methodologies, such as building height, setbacks, etc., so that they can be
consistently applied.
¼Æ|£ĺîėĺl¯ªªĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺ
This Article is standard ordinance language that introduces the zoning districts and the Official Zoning Map.
¼Æ|£ĺïėĺJÀªÆp£ĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺ
¼Æ|£ĺðėĺ ¯©©¼|p£ĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺ
¼Æ|£ĺñėĺN¹|p£ĺGÊ¼¹¯ÀĺÀÆ¼|ÆÀĺ
These Articles will provide the dimensional regulations and design standards for each district. The districts have
been grouped under broad categories of land use. Changes to district structure are described in Part I of this
report.
¼Æ|£ĺòėĺWÀÀ
A global use matrix that lists all permitted and special uses for the districts, as well as permitted temporary uses,
will be found here. This Article will also include use standards for certain principal and temporary uses. Finally, it
will conclude with all use definitions (i.e., all uses found in the global use matrix).
¼Æ|£ĺóėĺNÆĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĺNÆpªp¼À
This Article will cover the variety of site improvements on the lot other than the principal structure. It would be
divided into the following sections:
Ėĺ General Provisions: Standards such as number of structures on a lot, special dimensional exceptions, view
obstruction, etc.
Ėĺ Accessory structures and uses
Ėĺ Permitted encroachments
Ėĺ Environmental performance standards (noise, vibration, odor, pollution, etc.)
¼Æ|£ĺôėĺ=ĮNÆ¼ÆĺGp¼ ªĺpªĺ1¯pªĺ
Parking standards would include the following:
Ėĺ Location and design of off-street parking
Ėĺ Required number of off-street parking spaces
Ėĺ Parking flexibilities
Ėĺ Commercial and recreational vehicle storage
Ėĺ Location and design of off-street loading
Ėĺ Required number of off-street loading spaces
Ėĺ Location and design of bicycle spaces
Ėĺ Required number of bicycle spaces
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¼Æ|£ĺìëėĺ1pªÀ|p¹
Landscape requirements would be organized as follows:
Ėĺ Landscape plan requirements
Ėĺ Selection and installation requirements
Ėĺ Design criteria
Ėĺ Parkway landscaping
Ėĺ Interior of parking lots plantings
Ėĺ Perimeter of parking lots plantings
Ėĺ Building setback landscaping
Ėĺ Buffer yards and screening
Ėĺ Tree conservation
¼Æ|£ĺììėĺG£pªªĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆ
The following structure for the Planned Development (PD) Section is proposed:
Ėĺ Purpose
Ėĺ Authorization
Ėĺ General Standards
Ėĺ Public Amenities and Benefits
Ėĺ Procedure
Ėĺ Changes to Approved PD
¼Æ|£ĺìíėĺ=¼ªpª|ĺ©ªÀÆ¼pÆ¯¼Àĺ
Article 12 will list the powers and duties of all boards and officials involved in Ordinance administration.
Ėĺ Village Board
Ėĺ Plan Commission
Ėĺ Zoning Board of Appeals
Ėĺ Community Design Commission
Ėĺ Historic Preservation Commission
Ėĺ Zoning Administrator
¼Æ|£ĺìîėĺ¹¹£|pÆ¯ªĺG¼¯|Ê¼À
This Article will contain the rules for processing the various zoning applications within the Ordinance. These
administrative procedures will be consistent with Illinois law and grouped into the following three sections:
Ėĺ Applications
Ėĺ Notice
Ėĺ Public Hearing
¼Æ|£ĺìïėĺl¯ªªĺ¹¹¼¯Óp£Àĺ
All zoning applications and approvals will be found here. We anticipate the following applications:
Ėĺ Amendments (Text and Map)
Ėĺ Special Use
Ėĺ Variation
Ėĺ Administrative Variation
Ėĺ Planned Development (cross-reference to Article 11)
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Ėĺ Zoning Interpretation
Ėĺ Zoning Compliance
Ėĺ Zoning Appeals
¼Æ|£ĺìðėĺ8¯ª|¯ª¯¼©ÆÀ
This Article will define each type of nonconformity, and explain what changes and/or alterations that are
permissible for each type. The specific provisions will be categorized as four types of nonconformities:
Ėĺ Nonconforming uses
Ėĺ Nonconforming structures
Ėĺ Nonconforming site characteristics
Ėĺ Nonconforming lots of record
¼Æ|£ĺìñėĺª¯¼|©ªÆ
The enforcement provisions will align with those allowed the Village by state statute.
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APPENDIX

MADISON STREET CORRIDOR
FRAMEWORK REPORT
Prepared by Camiros
September, 2015

This Framework Report outlines a proposed approach for the Madison Street corridor in Oak Park, focusing on
zoning recommendations for the corridor. Currently, Madison Street lacks a cohesive identity in both built form
and land use along the corridor. Further, the current regulatory structure presents difficulties in how different
uses are allowed, and there are additional lotting pattern and traffic challenges that impact how development
can occur along the corridor.
In its current configuration, Madison Street is home to predominantly auto-oriented retail uses that do not
create a pedestrian friendly environment, due to an overabundance of curb cuts and surface parking. Numerous
surface parking lots front the corridor, and buildings are frequently set back or otherwise fail to acknowledge
Madison Street, turning their focus inward with windows and entrances directed toward parking lots instead
of out onto the street. Good examples of this inward focus include some of the larger auto-oriented uses such
as Jewel and CVS, as well as a number of other heavy commercial/auto uses which even include loading bays
fronting on the Madison Street corridor. Guided by previous planning efforts including the 2006 Madison Street
Corridor Plan and the “Envision Oak Park” Comprehensive Plan, the intent of creating a new zoning district for
Madison Street is to refocus its orientation to create an aesthetically appealing, vibrant mixed-use business
district that is pedestrian friendly for all residents of and visitors to the community.
The corridor presents a number of physical challenges that must be addressed within the district regulations.
One key challenge to redevelopment is that the lots along Madison Street are often shallow. This means that
any type of large-scale, significant redevelopment will likely require lot assembly. The other is the proximity
of residential neighborhoods to the corridor, and the potential impacts with different land uses directly
abut. Madison Street backs up to predominantly single-family neighborhoods on the south, and multi-family
neighborhoods on the north. The area between Washington and Madison is made up of stable, well designed
multi-family of significant density and therefore creates an easier transition than to the south, where Madison
abuts single-family neighborhoods where the transition is a bit more jarring. Alleys can often serve as a buffer,
but are unfortunately not consistent along length of corridor. Where there is no alley, there is little room for a
significant buffer, as commercial uses are located very close to the sidewalls of residences.
This Framework Report outlines the proposed approach to the new Madison Street Zoning District. Approaches
are highlighted for each major component of the anticipated district:
Ėĺ General Approach
Ėĺ Use
Ėĺ Dimensional Standards
Ėĺ Building and Site Design Standards
Ėĺ Parking

GENERAL APPROACH
The creation of a Madison Street Zoning District is intended to simplify the regulations for the corridor to create
an environment friendly to new development and redevelopment, and to make administration easier for Village
staff. Currently there are three base districts in the corridor (C, B-1/B-2, and H Districts) as well as two overlays -

the Madison Street Overlay District and a Perimeter Overlay District. This creates a confusing web of regulations
that can lead to inconsistencies and discourage new development. The Madison Street Zoning District will be a
single base district that covers the length of the corridor from Harlem to Austin. The two exceptions are the area
located between Maple and Wisconsin on the south side, which will remain as the H District, and the mapping
of an institutional district around Village Hall and Park District offices, where other governmental uses will
cluster and should be zoned institutional. The institutional district will be created as part of the larger Zoning
Ordinance update and rezoned as part of that project; when the Madison Street District is adopted, such area
will be mapped as the Madison Street District. If certain design or dimensional standards are needed for this
area, they will be integrated into those district regulations.

USE
There are a number of issues related to use permissions within the corridor. By creating a base district, the dual
use structure – those uses allowed in the base district and the additional uses permitted or restricted by the
overlays – will be eliminated. However, certain issues that have been addressed by the overlay will need to be
resolved in the base district, in addition to those stemming from existing and desired future use patterns.
In order to create a true mixed-use environment, a variety of uses should be allowed. What makes a mixeduse environment attractive is that in addition to shopping and dining opportunities, residents who live within
the area are also able to take care of everyday tasks, which include uses like dry cleaning and hair salons, and
recreational uses such as fitness centers and arts studios. However, there is concern about maintaining the
Village’s sales tax base, particularly related to the mix of retail uses verses service uses within the commercial
districts, including Madison Street. Because of the corridor’s length – approximately three miles – it is
recommended that only select areas include use restrictions that require retail on the ground floor (office,
residential, and other non-residential uses would be permitted above the ground floor). Initial feedback
indicates that the area of the corridor between Home Avenue and East Avenue should be reserved for ground
floor retail. Additional corners or nodes can also be identified along the corridor for such restrictions, in order
to cluster sales tax generating uses. This area would functions as a sort of “secondary Downtown” and therefore
should include some additional use restrictions:
Ėĺ There are a number of auto uses along the corridor, such as repair shops, vehicle rental uses, and gas
stations, which do not positively contribute to a pedestrian friendly environment. We would recommend
prohibiting such uses within the retail core described above, but allow them as special uses in other areas.
Ėĺ Drive-through facilities are currently a special use. Again, similar to auto uses, we would recommend
prohibiting drive-through facilities in the retail core in order to enhance the pedestrian environment.
Another issue is whether to allow exclusively residential development in the corridor. Currently, residential
uses on the ground floor are prohibited along Madison Street. The Village’s Comprehensive Plan recommends
allowing residential uses on the ground floor, and we agree. The Village should consider allowing higher density
housing (townhouse and multi-family) along the corridor except within the retail core. There are two reasons
for this. First, this would increase the residential density within the corridor, which in turn attracts additional
non-residential uses. Second, the Village has significant land area zoned non-residential throughout the Village,
which may be more than the market in the area can support.
Finally, the current use structure requires hair salons to be spaced 500 feet apart. This has created issues with
current property owners not being able to rent structures, which therefore remain vacant. Further, the spacing
measurement creates administration issues, including determining permissions and reviewing requests
for variances. We recommend elimination of this restriction. This will be a point of discussion both in this
assignment and in the larger Zoning Ordinance update project.
In addition, because the proposed zoning district is intended to be self-contained, the use permissions would
also address temporary uses. Certain temporary uses are already regulated by the current Ordinance, such
as temporary buildings for construction and temporary contractor’s maintenance yards, and would be crossreferenced. Additional temporary uses, such as temporary outdoor retail sales and temporary mobile food sales,
should also be incorporated. The regulations would be drafted only for those temporary uses that occur on
private property.
Accessory structures and uses that are part of higher intensity development would also be part of the district
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regulations. This includes sustainable structures, such as solar panels and building-mounted wind turbines, as
well as other common structures and uses, such as outdoor storage areas and refuse containers.

DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS
Dimensional standards concentrate primarily on lot area/residential density, lot coverage, setbacks, and height.
The Madison Street Overlay District imposes special setback standards; other bulk regulations come from the
base districts. With different standards in place, bulk and volume controls cannot be properly coordinated. With
the creation of a base district, this can be rectified.
Recommendations for dimensional standards are summarized in the following table.
©ªÀ¯ªp£ĺ
Standard

Ê¼¼ªÆĺNÆpªp¼
B-1/B-2 District
ĖĺNon-Residential: None

1¯Æĺ¼pĤ
Density

ĖĺMixed-Use: 3,000sf + 700sf/du for 3 or more
du
ĖĺHotel: 7,000sf or 360sf/room, whichever is
greater
ĖĺResidential Care: 7,000sf or 400sf/bed,
whichever is greater

1¯Æĺ ¯Ó¼p

Recommendation

C District

ĖĺNo lot area/density minimums for non-residential
and mixed-use (residential and non-residential
mixes)
ĖĺInclude density standard for multi-family and
townhouse (square feet of lot area required per
dwelling unit)
ĖĺEliminate lot coverage restriction; setbacks
and landscape regulations would create the
appropriate open space

25%

ĖĺMaximum of 50’
Ê£ªĺ
"Æ

Max. of 45’

Max. of 50’

ĖĺAustin to Oak Park: Build to zone of 0’ to 5’
ĖĺHarlem to Oak Park: Build to zone of 3’ to 5’
NÆ¼Æĺ
NÆ{p| ĺ

ĖĺNorth-South Harlem, Oak Park, Ridgeland,
Austin: Build to zone of 5’ to 15’
ĖĺAll Other North-South: Build to zone of 0’ to
15’

#ªÆ¼¯¼ĺNĺ
Setback

Build-to line of 0’

ĖĺMinimum of 20’
Ėĺ(Building height would be measured to top of
façade)
ĖĺMaintain existing build-to zone approach; further
analysis to verify exact dimensions
ĖĺVariation in build-to zone dimension may relate
to those areas targeted for required ground floor
retail
ĖĺMaintain build-to line of 0’ for non-residential
and mixed-use
ĖĺMulti-Family: No setback required
ĖĺTownhouse: 5’
ĖĺReduce to 20’

Jp¼ĺNÆ{p|

25’

ĖĺMaintain measurement methodology that
measures rear yard from adjacent lot line

BUILDING AND SITE DESIGN STANDARDS
To ensure cohesive appearance along the corridor, basic design standards for new structures should be included.
Where appropriate, these standards will be based upon the “Development Guidelines” included in the Village’s
2006 Madison Street Corridor Plan. The intent is not to control the architecture of new development but rather
to address basic building design: façade articulation, fenestration/transparency, public entrance location and
design, prohibited building materials, and similar. Design standards would also include the range of permitted
encroachments for architectural features and attached accessory structures, such as eaves and balconies.
Standards should be written so that they are more objective in nature than subjective, for easy review and
administration.
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There are a number of planned unit developments (PUD) already built along the corridor. The design standards
in these PUDs provide better screening of parking areas, higher quality of building materials, and increased
transparency. The successes of these PUDs can provide guidance for new design standards that can be
integrated into the new base district for the corridor.
Design standards should be tailored to the type of structure, which is an element of form-based coding that can
be incorporated into the district. The following building types are anticipated:
Ėĺ Commercial single-story
Ėĺ Commercial multi-story
Ėĺ Mixed-use development
Ėĺ Multi-family development
Ėĺ Townhouse development
In addition to building design, how the structure sits on the lot – building siting – is also important. The elements
that create the most impact are the required setbacks (as described above). The use of build-to lines and buildto zones provide the most direction as to where the principal structure must be sited. However, the permitted
location of parking areas and required buffering when adjacent to residential is also critical.
For each of the building types described above, permitted parking location and access points would be
regulated, similar to the standards in place now, but more refined. As is the case now, the desire is to prevent
parking areas from dominating visually or physically along Madison Street, as well as along select prioritized
north-south cross streets. Where parking lots are visible, specific landscape screening requirements should be in
place, to both screen automobiles and continue the streetwall along Madison Street.
Finally, because of the abutting residential on both sides of the corridor, buffer yards should be required. First,
even though alleys are not continuous, where they are in place they can serve as buffers. In such cases, additional
buffering should not be required. Where there are no alleys, and a non-residential use abuts a residential use,
buffers are needed. These will need to be tailored to lot size, dependent on both lot area and lot depth. On
smaller lots that are more shallow and narrow in shape, buffers may need to be limited to fencing in order to
allow a standard building envelope. Larger lots, those that have more lot depth or where assembly occurs and
they are wider in nature, would be able to accommodate plantings.

PARKING
Parking ratios may need a slight adjustment. Most non-residential uses anticipated for the corridor require
one space for every 500 square feet of floor area, which is a reasonable standard. Residential uses should be
simplified to a straightforward number of spaces per dwelling unit, rather than a series of standards based on
number of bedrooms.
Because of transit-oriented development goals, it is recommended to include a parking reduction for
developments within one-half mile of a transit stop. Similar to current flexibilities, non-residential development
should be permitted a straight reduction of 25% of required parking. For residential development, the
requirement for developments located within that pedestrian shed should be no more than one space per
dwelling unit.
Because of small, shallow lots, providing off-street parking on Madison Street can be difficult. In order to prevent
a situation that requires new development to obtain variances because there is insufficient room on-site for
parking, parking flexibilities in the corridor will be needed. Current Ordinance flexibilities, such as allowing
the Zoning Administrator to permit a 25% reduction in required parking, should be maintained. Additional
flexibilities such as exempting smaller developments (2,500sf to 3,000sf of gross floor area) from parking
requirements should also be considered.

NEXT STEPS…
This report serves as the preliminary outline for the components of the Madison Street Zoning District. The intent
is to obtain general consensus on the approaches presented herein. The details of specific regulations will be
determined in subsequent drafts of the district.
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